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Learning on Tribe
Learning is something we can all benefit from, whether we are caring for a 
family member or if we are a micro support provider or a volunteer.  

The Tribe learning is available either in the App or the website, if you need 
support creating an account check out - Accessing the Learning on Tribe

Tribe learning contains a whole host of courses and resources, from a wide 
variety of providers so hopefully there is something for everyone.  

There are specific courses for Carers created by Carers UK, there is a 
volunteering course co-created by Helpforce and Skills for Care, there are 
social care video based courses from Social Care TV and there are other 
courses that are not care related from Skills Boosters.

There are over 50 courses available and we recommend completing the ones 
that are relevant to you and the people you support, you don't need to com-
plete all of the courses, our mission is to provide a wide range that cover most 
situations and circumstances.

There are a variety of learning methods, some courses are video based, some 
are traditional eLearning and some courses include podcast style audio down-
loads, so you can learn on the go, wherever and whenever suits you!



Learning is a journey...
When you complete a course your ‘Learning 
Journey’ will update automatically. The system 
also remembers your progress through each 
module and shows which ones are “in progress" 
(with a percentage indicator) below.

You can download your certificates by clicking on the “certificates” button, but 
we recommend that you share your profile with people you support (or are 
going to support) so they can see your certificates.

You can also upload certificates if you have completed an external course, like 
a specific local safeguarding course or a moving and handling course, that 
includes an observation of practice.

Most of the courses only take minutes to complete, although some are longer 
than others depending on the topic.  

Look out for links to additional resources so you can dig deeper into a topic if 
you want to.

Coming soon!
Some of the courses we have on our to-do list include CQC Guidance, HMRC 
Guidance, Lone Working, Dementia, specific conditions, Tribe 101, starting a 
micro business and help with finances.

If you need support please get in touch at support@tribeproject.org and if 
there is a course you would like us to add or one you would like to help us 
build, just let us know!
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